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INTRODUCTION
The main activity of C12v2 is trading digital assets.
To achieve the best results, our traders prefer
short positions, performing with automated tools
and powerful compounding algorithms that can
provide rapid profits within seconds.
Artificial intelligence trading systems and human
strategies are jointly used in C12v2 high-frequency
trading.
The NFTs, which have given new life to
cryptocurrencies by combining art value collection
and digital technology, has also triggered smart
upgrades in our yielding mechanism. Such
proprietary tools help us to stay on top of the
online investment market, thus putting C12v212 at
the forefront of the industry.



PHILOSOFY
The designation "C12v2" draws inspiration from the illustrious
Carnelian gemstone, revered by the ancient Romans as a
beacon of bravery, instilling fortitude and self-assurance. In
ancient Egypt, Carnelian adorned the tombs of the departed,
believed to guide souls on their transcendental odyssey to
the realm beyond. Additionally, pharaonic architects adorned
themselves with this precious stone, an emblem of prestige
and hierarchy in their esteemed society. The numeral 12 holds
profound significance as a master number, intertwined with
themes of spiritual enlightenment and personal awakening.
V2 symbolizes a renaissance, heralding a transformative
wave that floods the industry with fresh vistas of opportunity.

Digital



INVESTMENT PLAN
   Daily Profit - 12%
   Duration - 12 Business Days

ROI up to 144%
Deposit included

BENEFITS



STARTED Sigh Up

No KYC

To earn 12% Daily with C12v2, you only have to register
an account to access your investment Dashboard. 

We fulfil our clients' desire for anonymity by ensuring
that their crypto assets remain confidential when
deposited onto our platform.

Make the Investment
Once you set up Bitcoin, USDT, or Tron payout wallets
in profile settings, click on the INVEST section, choose
a payment method and input a deposit sum to
continue. Finish the payment at the Secure Invoice Area
next.

Getting



MARKETS
Digital

Cryptocurrencies have rushed into our lives,
changing how we think about the financial system
and modern economy. Since its appearance, no
other asset has increased in value as much as
digital assets. We may talk about the time lost and
missed opportunities. However, the cryptocurrency
market still holds enormous potential.
Digital assets are extremely volatile. Only with real-
market experience and insight knowledge, it
becomes possible to rise even in a falling market,
using state-of-the-art OpenAI instruments. Our team
has a clear understanding of both technology and
blockchain potential. We follow the market trends
and never miss revenue-making opportunities.



SECURITY

We undertake full
responsibility for our
members' privacy
and security. Any
technical issue is
dealt with with the
utmost importance
and respect.

Our company strives to
deliver the best suitable
solution for every client tier.
We guarantee absolute
confidentiality and 100%
security of your private data
by strongly encrypting the
sensitive information of our
members and storing it in a
safe jurisdiction DDoS
shielded data centre.

Our financial team members
are always on duty to ensure
the total protection of your
funds and privacy at all times
by diligently monitoring payout
requests and preventing fraud
or unauthorized access with
cold-stored accounts enforced
by manual security
mechanisms.



Level1

AFFILIATE PROGRAM

Level 2

EXTRA OFFER

Level 3

5%
Action-orientated top-tier marketers with
an overall team turnover of $50K or
higher can apply to become an official
C12v2 Platform Representative to attain
a highly profitable extended 7%-2%-1%
Reward. Network-designated client
support & increased technical ticketing
processing speed are guaranteed!

2%

1%



Q1 2024

Setting up platform
servers
testing the business
model
Analyzing the current
investment market
Preparing the website

Q4 2024Q2 2024

Official launch of
the platform
Finalization of
advertising
contracts with
industry leaders
Continuous
enhancement of AI
scripts for trading
instruments.

Q3 2024

Expanding the
presence of C12v2
in the investment
market 
Organization of
events for leaders
C12v2 
Carrying out
promotions
between the most
active investors
C12v2

Redesigning the
website
Engaging in
negotiations for
cooperation with
crypto exchanges
Commencing the
creation of the
C12V2 token

ROAD MAP



Please review our policies, terms of use, risk
disclosure, and disclaimer before investing.

CLICK HERE

https://c12v2.net/?a=rules


CONTACTS
https://c12v2.net/

https://t.me/C12v2Support

ATENTION!
The C12v2 Team HAS NO SOCIAL MEDIA
LINKS, besides TG Support @C12v2Support
and TG Group @C12_v2
No any other Public Groups, Discord,
Twitter, YouTube or other pages!https://t.me/C12_v2

https://c12v2.net/
https://t.me/C12v2Support
https://t.me/C12_v2

